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Along the journey toward faith no one is exempt
from getting tripped up by doubts. Whether
we get caught on intellectual objections to the
Christian story, or find the existence of a loving
God hard to square with our own personal
stories of suffering, we all have hard questions
for God. One of the remarkable features of the
Bible is that through the various episodes we
are given the space to entertain our doubts and
ask away at the Christian story. God is not afraid
of our questions, and Jesus often welcomed
doubters to be some of his closest friends. The
question we all need to consider is what to do
with our doubts.

Are you an achievement addict? If so,
no judgement! We’ve long been told that
working hard will allow us to reach our goals.
As a result, it’s become too easy for us to
measure ourselves—and each other—by our
achievements. Academic success, sporting
wins, and lots of attention online can all leave us
on a high. But there are downsides to being an
achievement addict: we agonise endlessly over
our own performance, we can be harshly critical
of others and we fall into the trap of judging our
self-worth based on our work. What might life
look like, minus our addiction to achievement—
and worth, beyond our work?

WHAT IS MASTERCLASS?
It’s an exciting time for year
12 students. They’re about to
emerge from school into the
big beautiful world. But what
messages are they internalising
about themselves as they
strive to do their best during
this important year. And as
when they hang up their school
blazers for the last time, will
they also leave behind Jesus?

According to recent research,
an alarming number of Christian
teenagers give up their faith as
they move into adulthood. To
help Christian schools address
this concerning trend, we
will be hosting a Masterclass
especially for Year 12 students
to encourage them to anchor
their lives on Jesus now, and
well into their futures.

To register, or to find out
more about youth events and
resources from Bible Society,
visit masterclass.org.au

